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ver the past few months consumer trends have changed dramatically,
with shops reporting a surge in demand for flour, pasta makers and
bicycles alongside a drive towards online and convenience shopping.
The latter has worked well for cider shoppers – convenience stores
across the country have worked hard to ensure their chiller cabinets and aisles are
constantly stocked up, with multipack formats of cider doing particularly well.
Producers and retailers are unanimous in describing this period as “challenging”,
but the hard graft from all corners of the cider industry could help shape the
long-term prospects for this category. The latest data for off-trade cider sales for
June shows both value and volume sales have returned to growth, with value up 1%
[Nielsen]. This is the first sign of value growth since June 2019, when only 0.5% was
recorded, so it’s a positive sign for the category.
This month the on-trade will start to open back up and consumers are expected to
cautiously begin to switch some of their cider consumption from the home back into
the pub environment.
The off-trade still has a good opportunity to keep cider sales buoyant, but this
could be a pivotal point. Retailers will need to ensure shelves are well stocked and
chiller cabinets have a good selection of ciders, particularly if the sun shines.
This supplement highlights the ways producers have had to adapt their businesses
to manage these new expectations from consumers. It also features comments from
retailers to indicate the hurdles they have had to overcome.
We have shone a light on some of the NPD of recent months
– including variants launched during lockdown – and we have
looked at brands which have been consistently selling well in
the past year, to give an idea of what consumers are looking for.
Innovation continues but cider now has more distinct
segments than ever before, and this should help to make it
easier for both retailers and consumers to find what they want
while exploring new areas.
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CIDER

Overview

CIDER HAS ITS
DAY IN THE SUN
Sonya Hook
reviews the
sector’s rising
fortunes over the
past year

C

ider has had an
impressive run of offtrade sales growth each
week since Covid-19
restrictions began and
by the end of April it
was second only to the suncare category,
and ahead of ice-cream.
Figures from IRI (week ending
April 25) show that, when looking at
percentage value change, cider had
grown by 77.9%, behind suncare, which
was up 151.7%, and outgrowing the
weather-dependent category of icecream, which was up 75.3%.
The data also shows craft cider – the
most premium tier – is recording strong
growth.
In April this year craft cider grew
40.2% in the total off-trade, and for May
this growth rose to 76.3%.
Apple cider has gained share from
both pear and fruit cider over the
past year, and within this craft cider
– following on from the boom in craft
beer over the past few years – is seen as a
huge opportunity to drive growth.
Cider has not yet seen the level of
premiumisation as other categories,
such as lager and spirits, but with a
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growing interest in British and
locally-produced products
the future for this
The UK
segment of cider looks
accounts for
promising.
Phill Hewetson,
business impact
of global cider
director at IRI, says:
volume
“Over the past three
years we have seen craft
cider gaining share year
on year. Continued and accelerated
development within craft may reignite
the category and deliver growth as
already experienced in beer and gin.”
The closure of the on-trade and the
hot weather have helped drive off-trade
sales for cider since March, and the
premium tier of craft benefited from
consumers looking to treat themselves
while the pubs remain closed.
In addition, consumers not only
bought more cider through the offtrade, and specifically through the
convenience channel, but there has
been a noticeable switch to multi-packs.
The IRI data shows that, of the top 10
SKUs in cider for May 2020, the top four
are multipack formats and six of the 10
are multipacks of four and above.
PHILL HEWETSON

37.5%

Continued and
accelerated
development
within craft
may reignite the
category and
deliver growth
as already
experienced in
beer and gin
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TOP 4 OFF-TRADE APPLE
CIDER BRANDS
1. STRONGBOW
2. THATCHERS GOLD
3. MAGNERS
4. HENRY WESTONS VINTAGE

OFF-TRADE CIDER
CATEGORY SHARE
Fruit

TOP 4 OFF-TRADE FRUIT
CIDER BRANDS

35%

1. STRONGBOW DARK FRUIT
2. KOPPARBERG STRAWBERRY & LIME
3. KOPPARBERG MIXED FRUIT
4. BULMERS RED BERRIES & LIME
SOURCE: Westons Cider Report 2020 (IRI 52 weeks to January 4, 2020)

Pear

ISTOCK.COM/ STEPHANHARTMANN

The market has also seen a raft of
NPD over the past 12 months, and this
has continued throughout the lockdown
weeks.
Rosé cider, a category that didn’t exist
a couple of years ago, was worth £7.3
million last year (Kantar Worldpanel,
year to December 29, 2019), and 2020
looks like a promising year for this
emerging segment.
At the start of 2020 Sam Warren,
senior buyer for beer & cider at
Sainsbury’s, said: “The market is well
positioned for further NPD, as cider has
become known in the past decade for
constant NPD, and rosé will continue to
play a role.
“There needs to be consistency
and coherence in the message
communicated from cider
manufacturers and from all bodies
within the industry – retailers,
wholesalers, governing body,
manufacturers – to educate customers
and create a clear message for them to
shop through the category with more
confidence, rather than confusion.”
This message appears to be getting
through, with cider putting in an
impressive off-trade performance so far
this year.
Keeping up this momentum will be
essential over the next few weeks as
the on-trade opens up and, with some
consumers tightening their purse
strings, the industry will need to work
hard to ensure cider doesn’t lose share
to other off-trade categories.

6%

59%

OFF-TRADE CIDER
CATEGORY FORMAT
Plastic bottle

13%

Glass bottle

Cider has
become
known in
the past
decade for
constant
NPD
SAM
WARREN
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Apple

30%

Can

57%

SOURCE: Westons Off-Trade Cider Category Update May 2020 (IRI year to April 25 2020)
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CIDER

Lockdown

In adapting to the changing times,
producers have had to refocus on
the destination of their drinks

REPOSITIONING
FOR THE CLIMATE

T

he Nielsen data shows off-trade cider has
been doing well this year, but how have
producers coped over the past few weeks?
At Westons Cider, Darryl Hinksman, head of
business development, says the company has
been “flat out at the factory”, since lockdown
began in March. He says: “We have obviously had no on-trade
[which accounts for 40% of the business], but the off-trade has
just continued to grow throughout the whole period. We are
seeing roughly 25 -30% year-on-year growth versus the same
period last year. But it seems if anything to be accelerating,
which could be due to the good weather.
“The off-trade lift has been enough to balance out the loss of
the on-trade and has kept us afloat. We refocused the business
pretty much straight away in terms of production and what we
were prepared to sacrifice to ensure we stayed in stock for the
big lines. And in retrospect that was a very wise decision.”
Producers have had to quickly switch their production
to focus entirely on the off-trade, and within this channel
consumers have also been shopping differently, which has
presented additional challenges.
Sally McKinnon, head of marketing at Westons, says: “With
Stowford Press we have seen a massive overperformance
and good response on our 10-pack and our four-pack cans as
opposed to bottles; and equally on Henry Westons I think we
are just seeing a kind of a broader weight of purchase.
“The four-pack performance has been really strong for Henry
but single bottles and the NPD range haven’t suffered as a result
of that. It’s just a disproportionate upsurge on multipack cans.”
Thatchers confirms shoppers have been seeking multipacks.
Chris Milton, sales director, says: “We are growing volume
in bottled cider in the new environment but in general it is all
about can packs. Mid-sized packs, so 10 to 12-can packs, are the
ones that are really being picked up.
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Sales have
been over
and above
the peak
of the hot
summer in
2018 when
we had the
World Cup
CHRIS
MILTON

“And it is convenience stores such as the Co-op that are
really doing well with these, and also Spar, Premier, Budgens,
Londis. They are all seeing an uptick in footfall and people
clearly have to respect social distancing so they are picking up
the biggest pack they can in one go.”
He says three out of five pints of cider sold in the West
Country are Thatchers and its on-trade business is usually
strong there.
Milton says: “It is a very loyal drinker base that is now
wanting to take its consumption from pub to home and it
has been extremely challenging, but I think we have met that
challenge and we have met it very well.
“We have had to transform a business that was turning out
50% kegs and 50% cans and bottles into 100% cans and bottles,
while keeping all our SKUs available.
“Sales have been over and above the peak of the hot
summer in 2018 when we had the World Cup.”
Rob Salvesen, head of marketing at Kopparberg, also reflects
on the summer of 2018. He says: “It was perfect for cider and
sales reflected this. We had a summer of sport, the hottest
summer on record, and a CO2 shortage that affected many
suppliers, but not us.
“So far this year we are seeing growth across our portfolio.
Single bottles continue to perform extremely well for us from
an impulse perspective, whereas there is no doubt we have
seen multipack purchases increase.”
Paul Sulllivan, head of sales and marketing at Jack Ratt
producer LBW Drinks, says cider sales have been “pretty
buoyant” for the company, mainly driven by fruit ciders,
although he adds: “We are also seeing growth in our craft
scrumpy and vintage products as people look for a bit more
provenance in their ciders.
“The independent and impulse sectors of our trade have
seen good growth over the past few weeks.”
drinksretailingnews.co.uk | @drinksretailing
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CIDER

Flavoured

FRUITS
FIND
FAVOUR
Exotic flavours
are proving
popular with
younger
consumers

Cherry is the
single most
requested flavour
on social media
and we knew it
had worked in
other categories
ROB SALVESEN

T

he fruit segment has
grown over the years
to the point that it now
has close to half the
share of the off-trade
cider market.
Naturally, growth has slowed
and the market has become more
challenging for producers, but fruity
variants continue to have strong appeal,
especially for younger cider drinkers
and those new to the category.
These consumers are notoriously
fickle and, while they like fruity flavours,
they can often abandon brands in
order to seek out the next new thing.
As a result, producers are frequently
investing in innovation for this segment.
In recent years dark fruit ciders have
pulled in the crowds, and Heineken says
its Strongbow Dark Fruit is the number
two cider line extension, behind the
Original version.
Others have also found success with
darker fruit and berry flavours, but more
recently there has been a pull towards
exotic and tropical flavours.
In line with this, Heineken points to
Old Mout, and its Pineapple & Raspberry
variant in particular, which it says is a
must-stock for retailers.
Toby Lancaster, category and shopper
marketing director at Heineken, says: “It
is the number one fastest growing cider
line extension in the UK. It continues
to go from strength to strength, thanks
to the growing demand from younger
generations for more exotic, premium
flavours.”
Thatchers decided to go down a
different route and its first move into the
fruit cider sector avoids the busy dark
fruit and tropical segments.
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The launch of Thatchers Cloudy
Lemon has been “unbelievably
successful”, according to sales director
Chris Milton.
He says: “It sold extremely quickly
when we trialled it around our heartland
and I know my local Booker was
effectively selling a pack a second on the
last delivery it had and sold out of the 26
pallets in just one hour.
“If you look at the social media
response, we had in excess of 400,000
hits, likes, and tags for Cloudy Lemon
when it launched. The demand and the
reaction has been absolutely fantastic
and we are keeping up with it.
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Young and new
cider drinkers are
currently driving
this category as
they continue to
experiment with
unusual flavour
combinations
NICOLA RANDALL
“We were planning an on-trade
launch, and we obviously had to change
our plans with that, but we did have it
on sale in our own pub for about five
months on trial and we could see it was
an unbelievable success. If the locals
are drinking it that usually tells us
something because it is a very traditional
cider drinking area that we are from, but
the acceptance was off the scale.”

CONSUMER DEMAND
ISTOCK.COM/ KOMARGALLERY/ PAOPANO/
IRINA SHISTEROVA/
VALENTYNVOLKOV/
PHOTOSLASH

Kopparberg UK introduced Black,
Passion Fruit and Rhubarb variants last
year, tapping into the trend for dark
fruit and exotic cider flavours. Its most
recent launch is Kopparberg Cherry,
which it says came from demand from
its consumers.
Rob Salvesen, head of marketing, says:
“Cherry is the single most requested
flavour on social media and we knew it
had worked in other categories.
“This, alongside the recent launches
of Black, Passion Fruit and Rhubarb,
helps to cement our position as experts
in fruit refreshment by offering real
breadth in flavours and sweetness;
allowing us to offer a fruit cider to suit
every drinker and every occasion.
“Over the past 18 months, we have

drinksretailingnews.co.uk | @drinksretailing
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launched NPD that looks to address
changing consumer behaviours, as
well as supporting different taste
preferences.”
Salvesen says the producer’s core
flavours of Strawberry & Lime and
Mixed Fruit continue to perform well
and he says they were the top two
bestselling single bottles in the market
last year.
Brothers Drinks has also avoided
following the crowd when it comes to
flavour innovation.
The producer launched Brothers
Strawberries & Cream and Brothers
Parma Violet at the start of 2019, and
it says the latter was “the third most
profitable fruit cider launch of the year”.
The two unusual SKUs helped boost
the producer’s volume sales by 17% for
the 12 months to June 2019, according
to IRI data. The variants also helped
the producer secure new listings and
additional shelf space in Morrisons,
Asda and Aldi.
This year’s launches from the
producer include Marshmallow – a
blend of marshmallow and vanilla
flavours – and Tutti Frutti, which
combines flavours of cherry, pineapple,
grape and strawberry.

Nicola Randall, senior marketing
manager at Brothers Drinks, says:
“Young and new cider drinkers are
currently driving this category as they
continue to experiment with unusual
flavour combinations. With a large
percentage of millennials driven by
trends on Instagram, it is no surprise
that some of the strongest performing
fruit cider brands are those that are
quirky in flavour, Instagrammable, and
have a story to tell.
“New and exciting flavours not
only offer something different to the
norm, but also support the content
opportunity that social media brings.”
She adds: “Fruit cider is growing in
popularity outside of the traditional
summer season too. In the past two
years, Brothers has seen an increase of
more than 100% in like-for-like cider
sales across UK winter markets for its
mulled varieties, Spiced Toffee Apple
and Mulled Festival Apple.”
Westons Cider’s portfolio is
predominantly apple, but Sally
McKinnon, the company’s head of
marketing, says it had a strong year with
Stowford Press Mixed Berries.
She says: “Last year was relatively
challenging for fruit cider but we had a
strong year with Stowford Press Mixed
Berries because it was a very new
entrant and it is premium.
“We definitely also see a strong
relationship between fruit and
seasonality and we have been tracking
this. Even over the past few weeks it is
possible to see from the data on fruit
cider what the weather was like in that
week. Basically when the sun shines it
performs, but it can drop off quickly
when the weather changes.
“Saying this, I think there is still a role
for the more premium brands in the
fruit cider space.”
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COMMERCIAL PARTNER FEATURE

Kopparberg

H

Kopparberg
embraces
innovation

The Swedish cider brand that has stormed the UK in recent years is
now moving into new alcoholic drinks categories
10 DrinksRetailing BUYERS’ GUIDE TO CIDER 2020
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aving seized
the fruit cider
market by the
scruff of the
neck in the last
decade, Sweden’s
Kopparberg is looking to expand
its footprint into other UK offtrade drinks categories. It’s already
launched a range of gins, is in the
process of taking its first foray into
rum and has joined the industry
clamour to claim a place on the front
of the grid for the British round of
the hard seltzer grand prix.
At the heart of Kopparberg’s
proposition, says sales director Neil
Robinson, is to take ownership of the
combined product qualities of fruit,
sweetness and refreshment, using
the transferrable skills of Kopparberg
fruit cider to build a broad portfolio.
“We’ve been trading for 14 or 15
years and it’s taken a long time to
build up the success that we’ve got,”
says Robinson, “and fundamentally
that’s been about the taste of the
liquid, which means repeat purchase
is strong.”
That loyalty was reinforced during
lockdown when the brand’s core
base of consumers and continuity of
supplies meant sales held up strongly
in a category that turned out to be
one of the biggest growth engines of
the drinks market.
“What happened in the drinks
market as a whole in lockdown was
that the consumers flocked to the
brands they trust,” adds Robinson.
Of course, the Kopparberg story
has been about more than just
getting the taste right on its core trio
of Mixed Fruit, Strawberry & Lime
and Pear flavours.
The brand has been heavily
supported above the line and on
social media, and the Kopparberg
team has worked closely with major
retailers to tailor product ranges
and pack sizes to suit different
shopping occasions.
“I think one of our strengths is that
all our focus, time and effort has only
gone into the Kopparberg brand,”
Robinson says.
Kopparberg is now the second
biggest cider supplier in the UK

drinksretailingnews.co.uk | @drinksretailing
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company to roll out the name to
other drinks.
It’s already replicated the core
flavours and their fundamental
product qualities of fruit, sweetness
and refreshment in alcohol-free fruit
cider variants and is now expanding
into some of the off-trade drinks
market’s other buzz categories.

The opportunity
is there for lowercalorie, gluten-free
products to establish
themselves
NEIL ROBINSON

NEW DRINKS CATEGORIES

Fruit flavours are
providing added
interest in cider

To stay
relevant
to those
people who
want to
challenge
themselves
with
something
new we
do need
to try new
flavours
NEIL
ROBINSON

off-trade and its Strawberry & Lime
and Mixed Fruit flavours occupy two
of the top three spots in the fruit
cider category.
These anchor the portfolio, while
other ciders, such as the most recent
launches of Cherry and Rosé, provide
interest for those consumers who are
constantly looking to explore new
flavours.
“To get scale we need to focus on
our core, and it became clear five or
six years ago that in Strawberry &
Lime and Mixed Fruit we had two
absolute diamonds,” says Robinson,
“but to stay relevant to those people
who want to challenge themselves
with something new we do need to
try new flavours.
“Cherry has been the most
successful launch of a flavour beyond
Mixed Fruit and Strawberry & Lime
that we’ve ever had.”
The resonance of the Kopparberg
brand with consumers has led the

drinksretailingnews.co.uk | @drinksretailing
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It’s furthest down the line in gin.
Though it only launched into the
category in May 2019, it already has
Strawberry & Lime and Mixed Fruit
gins in good distribution, and has
an Orange & Passion Fruit gin as an
exclusive in Tesco. There’s also a suite
of ready-to-serve cans with the gins
mixed with lemonade, increasingly
the mixer of choice instead of tonic
for many consumers at the fruit and
flavoured end of the gin category.
Robinson says: “We felt we could
bring Kopparberg shoppers into gin
because we are so strong in fruit and
our brand penetration is so high.
“That’s clearly been the case. Gin
had become popular but it needed a
brand that appealed to younger, 24plus consumers.
“We’ve got a lot of work to do to
really establish ourselves but we’ve
had a really good start and been
very well supported by the big four
grocers.
“There’s more to do in driving
visibility and awareness. Kopparberg
brand awareness among young adult
drinkers of cider is 97% and our gin
awareness is only about 30% across
all consumers of all alcohol [internal
brand tacking on Gusto]. There’s
much more to come from us in the
spirits area.”
Most immediately that involves the
launch of a cherry rum, Kopparberg’s
first move on a spirits category that
many commentators view as gin’s
natural successor for next-big-thing
status. The rum has already appeared
in Asda and will go into a second
major retailer in September.
“Spirits will be a big part of our
business in the next two or three
years,” says Robinson. “We probably
surprised ourselves with the gins
and underestimated the power of

the Kopparberg brand. We thought
it would take a few years to get to
the level we have but consumers
seem to really trust the brand on the
promise that it will deliver quality,
refreshment and flavour.”
The other potential opportunity
gaining Kopparberg’s attention is
hard seltzers. The jury is still out on
whether that category will see the
rapid growth in the UK that it’s had
in the US, but the fruit cider brand is
one of several major players aiming
to make sure they are in at the start
if it does.
The producer previously tested the
water with the Balans aqua spritz
range but has now decided to run
with the main Kopparberg brand
name on a rebooted range of 5% abv,
93-calories-per-can seltzers in Mixed
Berries, Black Cherry and Passion
Fruit flavours.
The drinks combine sparkling
water, the proprietary Kopparberg
grain spirit used in its gins and
natural fruit flavours.
“There are more young people
being health-conscious and going
to the gym,” says Robinson. “The
opportunity is there for lower-calorie,
gluten-free products to establish
themselves.
“One major retailer has had our
products and others on gondola ends
and we’ve had free-standing display
units in another, which is critical
retail space.
“They realise the category across
the water is so big and it could
happen in the UK. They’re supportive
and they want it to work.
“It may just need a big brand to
kick it off and the category plays
to our strengths in terms of our
fruit, sweetness and refreshment
template.” 
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CIDER

Premium

There are fewer bigger
brands occupying that
premium apple bottle
space but within that
they are innovating
SALLY MCKINNON

Apples
remain
cider
core
Premium is the goal as traditional
cider producers innovate within
their ranges
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D

espite the ongoing
noise and theatre
surrounding fruit cider,
the premium and
traditional apple cider
segment still has a key
role to play in the off-trade.
There have been clear signs that cider
fans have been trading up to premium
options recently, with the latest IRI data
showing sales of Crafted Cider were up
by 76.3% in the four weeks to June 6.
Darryl Hinksman, head of
business development at
Westons Cider, says its offtrade portfolio is driven
by its premium Henry
Westons brand.
He says: “The
performance of the
parent brand and
the new variants we
launched recently has been
amazing.”
Sally McKinnon, head of
marketing, says the more established
brands within this segment are seeing
growth but there has been some churn
at the lower end.
She says: “It means there is an
element of discovery, but I think it is
more discovery within brands people
already trust. There are now fewer
bigger brands occupying that premium
apple bottle space but within that they
are innovating to add a bit more breadth
and complexity into the category.”
Westons Cider added a limitededition to its Henry Westons range this
year. The 7.3% abv Henry Westons British
Vintage Cider – a sparkling medium-dry
cider made using sustainably-sourced
apples – launched exclusively into Co-op
stores in May.
McKinnon says: “The enduring
success of Henry Westons has
encouraged us to diversify the range by
experimenting with new flavour profiles
and varieties. This has helped us to
broaden the brand’s appeal and attract
new shoppers.
“Our latest range extension, Henry
Westons British Vintage, encompasses
all of Henry’s character and authentic
flavour, with a crisp, rich and rounded
finish that is perfectly suited to the

warmer months. We are thrilled to have
worked so closely with the Co-op to
develop this unique proposition.”
Paul Sullivan, head of sales and
marketing at Jack Ratt cider producer
LBW Drinks, says the producer is
working on developing its traditional
West Country and vintage offering into
a more premium-looking and premiumpositioned drink using some of the
cues from its experience in wine. These
include using its winemakers to drive up
value, and trials in environments where
cider would not always be the first
consideration.
He adds: “Format
development and varietal
development are coming
into play in the premium
apple sector and also
a degree of cider with
food development.
However, it has taken
wine 30 years to make
the progress it has, so don’t
expect fireworks.” He notes
this segment is the area that can
put cider back on the map for retailers,
consumers and producers “as it has the
potential to add value at every level”.
He says: “It can do this by ensuring
that cider has a premium place in the
glass, on the shelf and in the orchard,
making the industry more robust and
securing its future.”
Chris Milton, Thatchers’ sales director,
says it continues to see strong growth
from some of its core apple cider brands,
including Thatchers Haze and Thatchers
Gold. “We have been building our stocks
since January. After the C02 crisis a
couple of years ago when production
became difficult for beer and cider in
the middle of a long, hot summer, it
encouraged us to keep up our stocks in
advance. We learnt from that crisis so it
meant we went into this lockdown with
a very good stock position.
“Sales have been good but we are
just working on keeping stocks high
and working with all retailers to help
manage their stock levels, and it has
been working well.
“Sales for Gold and Haze have been
brilliant, and newer products in our
portfolio have been doing really well.”
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CIDER

Low alcohol

THE LIGHTER
SIDE OF CIDER
Low and noalcohol has
been growing
in all BWS
categories. Nigel
Huddleston
looks at how
retailers can
make the
most of the
opportunity in
cider

If customers are
asking for a wider
range, retailers
should look to
stock them
ROB SALVESEN

L

ike the rest of the drinks
market, low-alcohol and
alcohol-free is a fertile area
of growth for cider. As in
beer, wine and spirits, lowstrength cider is a relatively
small segment of the total market.
Annual sales reported by Westons in
its 2020 Cider Report put the off-trade
value at £17.1 million, around 1.5% of a
total cider category worth £1.1 billion.
To further put that into perspective,
brands such as Old Mout and Frosty
Jack’s that play support roles in the fullstrength cider market easily outstrip the
combined sales of all low and no-alcohol
ciders in the off-trade.
That said, growth is strong with value
sales up 30.4% and volume 34% last year,
with both frequency of purchase and
volumes bought per shopping occasion
increasing. Around one in 25 households
bought low-alcohol or alcohol-free cider
during the year.
Kopparberg leads the way, claiming
to have the number one and two
products in the alcohol-free category
with Strawberry & Lime and Mixed Fruit
versions of its popular full-strength fruit
ciders.
With the all-round popularity of fruit
cider, it was no surprise that category
powerhouse Strongbow chose to launch
a 0.5% abv version of is Dark Fruit cider
at the start of 2020.
Fruit ciders account for just over twothirds of all off-trade no and low-alcohol
cider spend.
But the growing role of cans in beer
and cider generally isn’t yet making a big
impact in the no/low cider space, with
nine out of 10 purchases in glass.
Rob Salvesen, head of marketing at
Kopparberg, says market growth is being
driven by a combination of societal
change and the availability of more
products of better all-round quality.
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“There is certainly a pushpull scenario going on,” he
says. “Producers are getting
better at supplying high-quality,
great-tasting drinks and this
supply is being driven as a result
of the increased demand for
alcohol-free propositions.”
This is all good news for the
category and positive for the
health and wellbeing of the cider
drinkers who are choosing to
moderate their consumption, but
retailers still need to tread a fine
line to hit the sweet spot in range
and merchandising. They need to
acknowledging the rapid growth of
the category but not go too big too
soon given the relatively small size
of the market.
“If customers are asking for a
wider range, retailers should look
to stock them,” says Salvesen. “They
should weigh up the space they have on
shelf and assign it according to sales for
a particular category.”

Value sales
up

30.4%
and volume
34%
last year

PLENTY OF POTENTIAL
Thatchers is pressing for a prime spot
in alcohol-free apple cider this year
with the release of its Zero brand, while
Westons is now three years down the
line with its 0.5% abv Stowford Press LA.
Chris Milton, off-trade & export sales
director for Thatchers, points to the
success of other low-alcohol categories
as a signpost to the potential for
low/no cider.
“Alcohol-free is growing into an
important addition to drinkers’
repertoires, and we worked hard to get
Zero to the point of getting the quality
and taste good enough,” he says.
“We’ve seen the beer sector move
this way with products like Heineken
Zero and Budweiser Zero, and we
anticipate cider following suit.

ISTOCK.COM/MARISVECTOR/OKSANA LATYSHEVA
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Brands
accounted for
“The low and no offering within cider
has been driven by fruit ciders until
now,” he concedes. “There hasn’t been
a premium apple cider widely available
and able to provide the taste and quality
shoppers are looking for. It’s clear that
drinkers want their alcohol-free cider
to taste like cider, which is vital for
repeat purchase.
“Zero is a no-compromise, no-alcohol
cider. It has been over two years in
development and perfection with
our cidermaking team, in line with
our principle: if it isn’t good enough it
doesn’t leave the farm.”
This spurt of activity from major
brands both reflects and contributes to
the fact that low/no cider is becoming an
increasingly branded market as it grows.
The 2020 Westons
Cider Report
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92%

suggests that brands
of spend on lowaccounted for 92% of
alcohol and alcoholspend on low-alcohol and
free cider last
alcohol-free cider last year,
year
up from 85% a year earlier, as
own-label became less important.
Fruit has a higher market share in
branded low/no cider than it does in
apple, where there are more own-label
competitors.
“The alcohol-free counterparts of the
bestselling brands and variants in BWS
tend to perform better than any other
own-label product,” says Salvesen at
Kopparberg.
“This is simply down to the power
of branding and the promise that
brands can offer the consumer: trust
and great taste. In Kopparberg’s case,
Strawberry & Lime and Mixed Fruit are
the bestselling

fruit ciders on the market and their
alcohol-free counterparts are equally
the bestsellers in the alcohol-free
segment.
“Consumers know the taste and trust
the brand to deliver on its
quality promise.”

SPECIALIST APPROACH
Low-alcohol drinks specialists have also
been targeting cider alternatives as an
area for growth.
Drynks Unlimited’s Smashed brand
includes an alcohol-free apple cider,
produced by taking the alcohol out of
a 6% abv cider made for the company
by Herefordshire producer Celtic
Marshes. This is done at Drynks’ own
cool distillation unit based at Robinsons
Brewery in Stockport, the first of its kind
in the UK. A Smashed Berry fruit cider is
due to launch soon.
Managing director Richard Clark
says: “It’s great-quality local cider, made
specially for us and then dealcoholised.
“We start with alcohol, but using
cool distillation means you can take
it out without getting the burnt taste
you sometimes get with no and low
products. In our research, consumers
say that quality and range is everything
to them.”
Clark, a former innovation director
at Halewood, where he worked on
brands including Crabbie’s and
Whitley Neill, adds: “I always thought
there was an opportunity to bring out
a range of alcohol-free drinks that were
moreish, refreshing, that weren’t
socially embarrassing if you were with
friends, and were actually enjoyable
to drink.”
The Smashed range comes in striking,
bold-coloured packaging.
“It’s got to be clear that it’s been
alcohol-free, clear that it has been
alcohol in the past, yet different to
what alcohol brands normally look
like and really stand out,” adds
Clark.
“We’re fully supportive of all the
community of low/no brand owners
that are out there. We need to grow
the category and provide retailers with
the opportunity to stock a broad range.
We need retailers to have confidence
in the category and make sure they can
have that.”
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CIDER

Retailers

On-trade closure results in uplift for
impulse sector as consumers make
most of weather. By Sonya Hook

C

ider continued to be a “standout performer”
for the off-trade throughout lockdown, often
recording the highest uplift in sales compared
to the same period in 2019 than any other
BWS category, according to Nielsen data. For
many of the weeks cider posted uplifts of
more than 40% in sales, ahead of beer, as both categories saw
a direct switch from the closure of the on-trade, supported by
sunny weather throughout much of April and May.
At the start of May, Gemma Cooper, senior commercial
business partner at Nielsen, said: “We are continuing to see
beer and cider work harder in the off-trade to offset the
losses faced in the on-trade, but we can also see an element of
premiumisation here as shoppers are potentially looking to
treat themselves across beer and cider as the on-trade
remains closed.”
Cooper also noted that convenience was one of the
strongest retail channels over this period and cider sales were
particularly strong through this impulse channel, as many
stores can confirm.
Joseph Walker, the Co-op’s cider buyer, says: “As a
convenience retailer, total cider sales have seen a surge in
popularity as our shoppers enjoyed the good weather in
lockdown.
“In response to growing demand, we have introduced largerpack formats into more stores, which have been well received
by customers as they continue to limit shopping trips.
“Premium cider has seen the biggest growth, up 135% year
on year, and our exclusive new listing of Westons British
Vintage looks to build on this popularity. Established cider
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Total cider
sales have
seen a
surge in
popularity
as our
shoppers
enjoyed
the good
weather in
lockdown
JOSEPH
WALKER
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Convenience
sees boom
brands have also seen strong growth. Also this summer we are
extending our alcohol-free offering as this area continues to
grow, up by 157% year on year.
“Further new lines adding interest to our shelves are rosé
ciders from Strongbow and Kopparberg. And for something a
little different, we have introduced a Cloudy Lemon cider from
Thatchers, perfect for a warm summer’s day.”
Walker says the Co-op’s customers love trying new flavours
and experimenting with their purchases.
He adds: “Premium traditional ciders like Henry Westons
are performing strongly and craft cider is one of the biggest
drivers of off-trade growth, up 11.1% year on year.”
Other convenience retailers also confirmed they have
focused on stocking up on big-box ciders, in order to tap into
this demand.
Mahesh Odedra, who runs the Premier Lake Avenue
store in Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk, says: “We have seen the
biggest increase in our BWS sales from multipacks. I think
the supermarkets have struggled with them but we saw huge
demand for multipacked canned drinks, so we stockpiled a lot
of these as best we could.
“For cider it was lucky that we planned ahead and stocked
up on these because the multipacks really sold well with cider.
We also offered them as price-marked packs, which showed we
could do value almost as good as the supermarkets.
“We have 2 metres of chilled space dedicated to ciders and
1 metre of promotional space shelved cider as well.”
And Baz Jethwa, who runs a Spar store in Bolton, says:
“Multipack beers and ciders have probably been our biggest
success story in alcohol. And we really do want to promote
these because it is hard to keep our chillers stocked up with
beer, so it is much better for us if people go for the big packs.
“We are selling lots of multipacks of beer, ciders, such as
Strongbow Dark Fruit and Kopparberg, and also RTDs such as
WKD.
“We sell more multipacks now than ever before and we have
25 different ones, from 12-packs to 20-packs, and we display
them all around the store to encourage sales.”
drinksretailingnews.co.uk | @drinksretailing
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CIDER

Profile

T

he winner of the Independent
Cider Retailer of the Year category
at this year’s Drinks Retailing
Awards was Pilango, a cider shop
and bar in Parsons Green, west
London. Drinks Retailing caught
up with Pilango’s owner, Victor Zasadzki, to find out
how business has been over the lockdown weeks:

How is your business currently operating?
We have been operating via mail order since
the start of lockdown and we added some more
information to our website to help customers with
their decisions.

Pilango

What have been the key challenges you
have faced over this period?
The biggest challenge has been sourcing cardboard
boxes. Of course we have had to add to our online
offering – and of course some levels of stock
have proven challenging – but if anything, with
customers choosing alternative ciders it has meant
they are discovering new favourites and expanding
their knowledge of the category.

VICTOR ZASADZKI, OWNER

Sales of cider have been good over the
lockdown period via supermarkets and
convenience stores. How have your sales
been over the past few weeks?
We have been very lucky as sales have benefited
from the warm weather, particularly in the run-up
to the bank holiday and VE Day. We have been
welcoming new customers as well as old friends of
the shop, and they are really interested in lighter
ciders, and ones which are great for the warmer
weather.
Sales of bold, tannic ciders from the West
Country are lower at this time of year, as one would
expect. We have seen an increase in larger formats,
which we put down to people spending more, as
they are not spending on on-sales, and are sharing
with those at home.

the on-trade, I am less optimistic. The margins
in pubs and restaurants being as tight as ever, I
worry that operators will look to buy in cheaper
products and I worry that the craft end of the cider
industry may suffer, to the benefit of cheaper, massproduced ciders.

What are your plans for the near future?
And are you able to make longer-term plans
or is that hard to do at the moment?

Zasadzki: Customers value
knowledge

Do you think there are any opportunities
for off-trade cider specialists at the
moment, and looking ahead?

What are your concerns for the future of
independent drinks shops and perhaps the
cider industry in general?
I think there is always going to be demand for
good independent retailers. Customers value the
knowledge, advice and friendliness, and those
operators who have worked hard to establish
customer relationships will benefit from that loyalty
and those recommendations.
While customers may have been shopping online
elsewhere, where shops do not have an online
presence, once customers do have the chance to
pop back to the local with the friendly face, they
will do so.
In terms of the industry in general, particularly
drinksretailingnews.co.uk | @drinksretailing
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It’s difficult to say, but I would probably aim to go by
the old cliché of “the customer is king”.
As long as we can keep making our customers
happy and exceeding their expectations, I hope
we can adapt as a business to continue to operate
successfully.

We have seen an
increase in larger
formats, which we
put down to people
spending more
VICTOR ZASADZKI

I certainly do think that there is a market for
off-trade specialists, both now and in the future. I
would urge anyone as a specialist to ensure staff
are knowledgeable and there is a good variety of
different styles.
Have some good West Country cider, some
French (Breton) cider, some bottle conditioned –
Champagne-method – cider, some “apple juice with
benefits” – eastern counties – cider, some fruit cider
and ideally some Spanish cider, with its crisp
sharp taste. Remember, cider is like wine, and
you wouldn’t just stock, red/ white/rosé or fizz,
would you?
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COMMERCIAL PARTNER FEATURE

Westons

Cider’s
speedy
response
hits home
How Westons’ lockdown
launch managed to pay
dividends for retailers and
consumers alike

O

n the face of it, March 2020
didn’t look to have been the
easiest time to be releasing
three new premium drinks
products into the world. The
arrival of lockdown saw the
on-trade close and consumers asked to stay at
home. Retailers were struggling to cope with
food and drink stocking issues caused by panic
buying and were focusing their efforts on
ensuring the availability of core brands
and ranges.
This was the drinks retailing landscape that
premium cidermaker Westons found itself in
as it released the trio of 5.5% abv Vintage Rosé,
7.3% abv Cloudy Vintage and 6% Organic Cider,
all under the Henry Westons brand, buoyed by
a successful year for its Henry Westons Vintage
brand in 2019.
But as a dedicated cider producer with
strong control of its own destiny in production,
packaging and distribution, Westons was able
to adapt swiftly to the fast-changing market
conditions and turn potential commercial
adversity to its advantage.
At the heart of its success was shifting
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production focus almost overnight from on
trade to off-trade, ramping up support for retail
and switching marketing emphasis to suit an
audience in lockdown.
Head of marketing Sally McKinnon says:
“What we did quite quickly was refocus our
activity to support retailers across their dot.
com platforms, whilst supporting any available
opportunity to help retailers improve their instore availability.
“We benefited from the fact that we own
our supply chain from start to finish: from
the apples, through the packaging and right
through to deliveries. We could be very quick
in our reactions to keep supplies where they
need to be.
“We had intended to run some strong outdoor
activity in April and May but, recognising that
outdoor footfall was going to be down by about
80% or 90%, we made the call very early on to
move that activity back to later in the year.”
Darryl Hinksman, Westons’ head of business
development, adds: “About two days before
lockdown we made production changes in
anticipation of what we thought might happen.
“We stopped keg production, changed
drinksretailingnews.co.uk | @drinksretailing
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our shift patterns, and started on 24-hour
production of bottled Henry Westons pretty
much straight away.
“We’ve had plaudits from five customers
saying that our supply chain performance
during this difficult period was outstanding.”
Westons’ own retail sales data shows the
Henry Westons brand sales up 15% week on
week during May. Total off-trade crafted cider
sales were up 40.2% in the four weeks to April
25 according to IRI, compared to the same
period in 2019. Westons also saw a surge in sales
of Stowford Press in cans with the IRI data
showing sales of its four-packs up 195.3% in the
same period.

STRONG SALES
The company said Henry Westons growth was
driven both by the core Henry Westons Vintage
product and the spring NPD, with sales of
Cloudy and Rosé particularly robust.
“We’ve seen a real recognition that it’s
become a signpost brand for the category, from
the major grocers’ perspectives through to
independent retail,” said McKinnon.
“We’re seeing a strong seasonal performance
around Rosé, with sales on that variant in one
of our major customers increasing 90% in a
single week.
“We were originally looking to take a more
steady approach to the launch of the new
Henry Westons variants, but if anything the
changing market meant they were given
even more space and facings than they
would have been.
“Consumers were looking for more
range and variety when they were
shopping.”
Cider as a whole was a big winner
during the lockdown spring, helped by
the good weather that was sustained
almost through the whole period, but
especially towards the end of May.
Value sales for the week ending
May 30 hit £27.7 million, 77.9% ahead
of the corresponding week in 2019
– an extra £11.7 million worth of
sales in the space of seven days [IRI].
That rate of growth outstripped
beer, wine, ice-cream and lockdown
frenzy categories such as eggs, baking
ingredients and cleaning products.
“Within that we’ve seen some
premiumisation,” says McKinnon. “Athome eating and drinking occasions
have helped drive strong growth
at the premium end of the market.
There has also been growth in
drinksretailingnews.co.uk | @drinksretailing
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DRINKS
CATEGORY
OFF-TRADE
WEEKLY VALUE
GROWTH (%)
■ Cider and perry +77.9
■ Beer +59.0
■ Spirits +25.0
■ Wine +20.4
■ Soft drinks +18.2
■ Other BWS +63.7
SOURCE: IRI WEEK ENDING MAY 30

multipacks. There’s definitely been a stockpiling
element where people are buying in bigger pack
formats.
“The weather has played a huge part as well,
with a strong over-performance from fruitflavoured products, including Stowford Press
Mixed Berries.”
It’s not just the big four grocers that have
reaped the benefits either. Crafted cider sales
grew 59.3% in total convenience in the four
weeks to April 25, driven by symbol groups
(+113%) and independent grocers (+108.3%).
“We’re seeing an over-performance from the
Co-op and symbol groups,” McKinnon adds.
“Supermarkets are seeing people visit less
frequently and spend more each time, but that’s
been supplemented by extra top-up shops in
local stores.
“There was definitely an opportunity for the
convenience sector and it has been very quick
to react to that in its supply chains.”
In addition to its ramped up retail activity,
Westons also saw a surge in use of its own
online shop sales, which were running around
50 times the levels they were in 2019, putting its
NPD in the spotlight and generating awareness
it hoped would benefit retailers across the
country from consumers seeking out repeat
purchases when in stores.
Westons expects the off-trade and premium
ciders to continue to perform best as the rest of
2020 unfolds. Hinksman speculates that ontrade sales may only return to around twothirds of normal levels by Christmas, though
he concedes that the situation is too fluid to
predict with any degree of certainty.
“Habits have changed and people are
shopping for the take-home experience,”
he says, and adds that the premiumisation
that has been a feature of this year’s offtrade growth should see the continued
decline of cheap PET ciders that have
been a feature for several years.
Consumers who’ve retained full
or 80% salaries while having few
opportunities to spend their disposable
income on luxuries may well be looking
for better quality and more treat
purchases as the year progresses.
The Henry Westons NPD could
turn out to be a piece of perfect timing
after all.
“Since lockdown our off-trade
business has skyrocketed,” adds
Hinksman. “It’s right across the
portfolio but it’s been led by the Henry
Westons brand and the success of the
NPD. It’s landed really well for us.”.
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CIDER

Rosé

ADDING COLOUR
TO CIDER APPEAL
Rosé is making its
mark in many drinks
categories and cider is
no exception

RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

ISTOCK.COM/ GEORGERUDY

T

he colour pink has
continued to work
its way through most
sectors of BWS and its
popularity shows no
signs of abating.
In wine rosé sales are soaring and
many retailers have pointed to this style
as being one of the most popular during
the lockdown weeks.
Pink is popular in sparkling wine
too, and 2021 is likely to see a surge in
demand for pink Prosecco, which has
finally been approved in the region and
is due to hit UK shores in January.
Flavoured spirits have also benefited
from the popularity of this Instagramfavourite colour. Pink gin is now
regarded as a category in its own right,
and many producers have a pink variant
in their portfolios.
The colour was late to find its way into
the cider category but in some ways the
timing was perfect as pink cider helped
to bridge the gap between apple cider
and fruit cider.
Thatchers was one of the first to
pioneer the development of this
category with its Rosé launch last year.
Chris Milton, Thatchers sales director,
says: “Rosé came along last year and it is
still selling absolute gangbusters, which
is very encouraging.
“Thatchers appears to be a brand
name that resonates with people and
we are doing incredibly well and the

who would otherwise reject the category
for being too dry or too sweet.”
In March this year Strongbow joined
the fray. Its 4% abv variant is made from
red apples and marks the brand’s first
step into the rosé category.
Brand owner Heineken said the
launch, which coincided with a full
brand redesign, would be supported by
Strongbow’s biggest ever TV campaign
and other activation.

great thing is all four of our core brands,
including Rosé, are growing.
“There appears to be very little steal
between them and they all seem to
have a role to play in a cider drinker’s
repertoire.”
Kopparberg was also an early player
in rosé cider.
Head of marketing Rob Salvesen says:
“Over the past 12 months, Kopparberg
Rosé has enjoyed the highest value and
unit rate of sale of any single bottle or
can in the market.
“We anticipate this growth to
continue, with increased distributions
through Q1 supporting overall value
performance.
“It is certainly a growth category –
rosé cider is a bridge between traditional
drier apple ciders and sweeter fruit
ciders. It’s the perfect middleman,
offering a refreshing balance between
sweet and dry, attracting a consumer
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Rosé cider
is a bridge
between
traditional
drier apple
ciders and
sweeter
fruit ciders
ROB
SALVESEN

Brand director Rachel Holms says:
“Strongbow Rosé is one of the highest
scoring concepts in terms of taste and
appeal that we have ever tested. A recipe
set for success combined with the new
packaging design, our Rosé cider will
grow the category by appealing to a
different shopper and is guaranteed to
help retailers realise the full potential of
their cider offering. We think it’s going to
be one of the biggest product launches
of 2020.”
Westons Cider also introduced a Rosé
variant in March.
The 5.5% abv Henry Westons Vintage
Rosé “challenges a category that is
traditionally very sweet”, according to
the producer.
Head of marketing Sally McKinnon
says Rosé neatly straddles both sectors
of apple and fruit flavoured ciders.
She says: “For us it was about creating
a more accessible flavour for Henry
Westons, and I think with the abv in
the rosé market it is quite well aligned
with fruit and that is quite an interesting
space.
“With Henry Westons we wanted to
do something a little different and it was
about bringing a more accessible palate
into our brand but equally offering a
more complex proposition in the rosé
segment, which we felt was lacking
because many in this space are quite
sweet and fruity.”
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CIDER

NPD

Broadening out
the offering
New product
development
has continued
through recent
months, with
new variants
cheering up cider
fans. Sonya
Hook reports

In many ways, as
an established
brand, it is the
perfect time to
drive NPD trial
and we have seen
that a lot with
Henry Westons
Rosé and Cloudy
ciders
SALLY MCKINNON

O

ne of the refreshing things
about cider – aside from
the taste – is that the
category continues
to innovate and
there is a sense that
producers are working on NPD for the
good of the category, as well as to
enhance their own portfolios.
The continued investment is clear
even through the pandemic, and this makes
the off-trade success of the past few
weeks seem even more worthy.
Westons Cider expanded its Henry
Westons brand earlier this year with
new variants Henry Westons Cloudy
Vintage, Henry Westons Vintage Rosé
and Henry Westons Organic Cider.
The new variants were introduced
to further diversify the Henry
Westons portfolio and offer shoppers
“authentic, premium and highquality choices” within favourite
cider sub-categories.
The 7.3% abv Cloudy Vintage
variant is a medium-dry and
naturally cloudy cider, while the
5.5% abv Rosé “challenges a category
that is already very sweet”. The 6%
abv Organic medium-dry variant is
described as being “rich and fruity”
with honeyed notes.
Sally McKinnon, head of marketing
at Westons Cider, says: “The launch of
these innovative variants will enable us to
introduce Henry Westons to new shoppers
who are currently buying into three exciting
sub-categories of cider: cloudy, rosé and organic.
We know that line extensions drive incremental
sales for the Henry Westons brand and, by
welcoming these new shoppers, the NPD will
propel further growth.”
McKinnon says it is a new phenomenon for the
company to launch products in the off-trade without
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any on-trade exposure, but, she adds, consumers are
now very predisposed to different options.
She says: “Everyone is shopping quite differently,
drinking quite differently and behaving quite
differently. And in many ways, as an established
brand, it is the perfect time to drive NPD trial
and we have seen that a lot with Henry Westons
Rosé and Cloudy ciders with the huge uptake in
consumers going in and trialling those brands.
“Generally we have seen consumers drinking
slightly more at home during the lockdown and,
given our NPD range was geared more towards the
off-trade anyway, I think it was perfectly placed to
realise the opportunity around that.”

RELEVANT TIMING
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Thatchers is another producer that chose to
continue with plans to launch its latest product,
Cloudy Lemon, regardless of the uncertainty
caused by Covid-19.
Chris Milton, Thatchers’ sales director, says the
lockdown period made the timing of the launch
even more relevant. He says: “People very
simply want to be cheered up and they want to
see something different.
“It is interesting in the amount of social
media contact that has risen up. We are seeing
huge amounts of social media traffic and if
we are giving people something to talk about
then that’s great.
“It is a very different situation we are in,
but the launch of Cloudy Lemon has been
unbelievably successful.”
Milton says Thatchers Gold and Haze,
which it launched five years ago, are
continuing to grow “very nicely” and have a
loyal customer base.
He says the introduction of Rosé last
year proved successful, adding: “And
then we have Cloudy Lemon this
year, which is our first sort
of dipping the toe in the
water really for fruit. We
also have the alcohol-free
variant Zero. It’s a nice
portfolio to have.”
Kopparberg has
also found that the
lockdown period and
beyond has been a good time
for NPD. Rob Salvesen, head
of marketing at Kopparberg
UK, says: “The lockdown period
has meant people are increasingly
premiumising their in-home experience
and part of this is experimenting with new drinks
and flavours. NPD has never had more of a chance
of succeeding than now due to this increased trial.”
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Browsing time has come down,
but online dwell time has
increased, so the opportunity
to get the message across for
new products is still there
PAUL SULLIVAN
The producer’s most recent cider launch is
Kopparberg Cherry, which has been the single
most requested flavour on social media, according
to Salvesen. Other recent launches include Black,
Passionfruit and Rhubarb.
In February Brothers Cider expanded what it
describes as the “curious mix of flavours” in its
portfolio with Marshmallow and Tutti Frutti variants.
The new additions followed on from the success
of its Rhubarb & Custard cider, which it says grew
119% throughout 2019, and its Parma Violet flavour,
which was “the third most profitable fruit cider
launch of 2019”.
The drinks are aimed at millennials and
Generation Z, 58% of whom typically choose
“unusual or trendy flavours”, according to Brothers.
The brand is also set to launch a Red Apple
English Cider, which it says has been created in
response to increased demand for medium and
sweeter apple styles. The 5% abv variant is made
from “the juiciest Somerset apples” and will retail in
44cl 10-can multi-packs.
Matthew Showering, managing director of
Brothers owner Showerings Cider Mill, says: “We
always try to provide meaningful innovation in the
fruit cider category.
“We believe the distinctive and refreshing taste
of our Tutti Frutti and Marshmallow flavours will
appeal to cider drinkers, especially Generation Z
consumers who are influenced by unusual flavours
and social media in their purchasing decisions.”
LBW Drinks has plans for the premium cider
segment, which it hopes to reveal later this summer.
Paul Sullivan, head of sales and marketing, says:
“The seeding and trial of new products in the ontrade has removed a tried and tested launch method
which will need to be addressed as consumers tend
to be a bit more experimental in the on-trade.
“Browsing time has come down, but online dwell
time has increased, so the opportunity to get the
message across for new products is still there.”
The UK is yet to see many new cider entrants
from overseas but this could be an area of
differentiation for retailers in the future.
Last year the Ramborn Cider Company launched
its range of ciders and perries from Luxembourg
into the UK. 
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Small producers

Smaller producers are
drumming up interest in
ciders as consumers turn
to products with a sense
of provenance. Nigel
Huddleston reports

R

egular visitors to a supermarket
cider aisle may be forgiven for
thinking there are only a small
number of big producers operating
in the cider market. If they’d had
access to the 2020 Westons Cider
Report it would only have served to reinforce this
impression, noting that 82.5% of all off-trade sales
are accounted for by the biggest 10 producers, with
Strongbow owner Heineken making more than a
third of all cider drunk in the UK.
The spring lockdown only served to further stunt
the ambitions of many smaller players in the cider
industry by putting a brake on supplies to the ontrade for those with no supermarket distribution as
the channel became Britain’s biggest growth sector.
But, in normal times, taking a trip to one of the
UK’s independents that specialise in lesser-spotted
brands paints a very different picture.
London’s Pilango celebrates British producers
such as Gregg’s Pit, Perry’s and Pilton, in addition
to international stars such as Isastegi from Spain,
Goldkehlchen from Austria and Italy’s Mela Rossa.
Bier Huis, in Ossett, West Yorkshire, showcases
local producers such as ’Udders Orchard and
Sam Smith’s alongside Silly Moo from Sussex and
Colcombe House in Herefordshire, with Ramborn
of Luxembourg and ice cider specialist Brännland
of Sweden among a smattering of overseas oddities.
Bier Huis was one of those indies that used its
cider specialism and ingenuity to adapt well to
lockdown, being ahead of the game on click and
collect, social distancing and hygiene measures.
But the unpredictable nature of indie retailing in
recent months led many smaller cider producers
to raise their game in direct-to-consumer sales to
secure a short-term market presence.
“It’s not been an easy time,” says Gabe Cook,
industry consultant under the guise of The
Ciderologist. “Like many other parts of the food and
drink industry, many cidermakers have adapted to
fast-tracking an online shop to deliver locally or do
click and collect, trying to be creative and thinking
on their feet as much as possible.
“There are also a number of online shops that
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specialise in smaller craft ciders and they’ve seen
some uptake in their offerings, which has had some
benefit to those producers.
“But so often cidermakers are in more rural
regions, so the opportunity to have access to a
larger consumer base is not as easy as if you were
more of an urban-based brewer.”
Bier Huis owner David Jones says agility in
buying was one of the keys to keeping sales of smallbatch cider ticking this spring and summer.
“We picked up a lot of business from
supermarkets due to the panic buying at the start
of lockdown leaving supermarket shelves bare,”
Jones says.
“We have a large selection and were able to keep
stock coming in, even if we were using whatever
we could get hold of from the likes of [wholesaler]
Eebria Trade, while making sure that quality wasn’t
compromised.
“The likes of Somerset Cider Brandy Co, who do
Cider Bus, and [Gloucestershire producer] Bushel &
Peck have been great at sending cider up to us, and
some promotional bits.
“I had to put a number of stock changes in as a
few of the producers haven’t been working or those
out of the area haven’t been delivering.
“Out of our two major small producers, ’Udders
Orchard benefited as it bottles everything and has
been supplying us and farm shops, as well as doing
home delivery on certain weekends.
“The other, Pure North, has struggled as most of
its stock is bag-in-box to pubs and for its own café.”

INTEREST IN CRAFT
The shackles of lockdown hit as cider, like many
other drinks categories, was experiencing a surge
in interest in products with provenance and
individualism that demonstrated the art of those
making them.
Cook is hopeful this will continue once normality
returns and that a new wave of drinkers whose
curiosity was piqued during lockdown could help
small producers carve out new fan bases.
“Cider can be one of the most interesting of
drinks produced in the UK, with flavour profiles
and production methods that tap into wine and
into beer,” he says.
“With a bit more education, and the opportunity
to explore, drinkers will start to realise that cider
isn’t just one brand that sits on the bar, that there is
a wealth of styles, profiles and methodologies that
go into the making of them.
“Beer, wine and spirits have got some wellunderstood terminology that means consumers get
what they are and their different flavour profiles,
but that doesn’t really exist for cider, even though it
can and should do.
“But I do hold faith that cider is on the brink
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Cider is on the
brink of entering
into the realms
of these curious
consumers and
once they get
into it they’ll be
thirsty for more
GABE COOK
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Smaller cider
companies add
interest

of entering into the realms of these curious
consumers and once they get into it they’ll be
thirsty for more.
“Cider has never sought to talk about the
different flavours you can get from different
apples or processes because the big producers
have just gone for making a relatively mainstream
homogenous product.
“There are different styles and nuances between
ciders, from those in the west of England that
contain a lot of tannin with bold, earthy, mouthdrying types of cider, closer to a red wine, versus
those made using dessert and cooking apples in
the east and south east of England, which give a
lighter, brisk, more acid-driven style a bit more like
a white wine.”
Jones at Bier Huis has had considerable success
in switching big-brand cider drinkers on to the
more interesting and esoteric stuff, but says it’s
drinksretailingnews.co.uk | @drinksretailing
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In getting people
to switch from
mainstream to more
proper stuff, it’s a
case of getting them
mostly on to the smaller
producers’ fruit ciders
DAVID JONES

important to take a pragmatic approach rather than
aiming too high too fast.
“In getting people to switch from mainstream to
more proper stuff, it’s a case of getting them mostly
on to the smaller producers’ fruit ciders, which are
less sweet and have more flavour than the massproduced ones.
“For those coming across from the likes of
Strongbow, I get them to try more medium ciders,
which are not as rough as the full-on dry scrumpy.
“They pick up interest as shoppers coming from
the supermarkets will never have seen any of the
ciders I stock. From this they then start trying
different ones.”
And there’s one thing that will always provide
the catalyst for getting people to exploring cider
with gusto, and that has undoubtedly delivered in
this year of uncertainty. “The weather has smashed
sales out of the park,” says Jones.
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Marketing
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Harnessing
social
media

Lockdown led to
a huge uptick in
online channels,
and cider
producers were
quick to take
advantage of
the trend, finds
Sonya Hook

T

his summer is no
longer about cricket,
rugby and festival
sponsorships. There
will be no gatherings of
cider fans at big events
around the country, and this of course
is a huge blow for producers who have
only ever known the UK’s summer to be
the biggest opportunity in the year for
cider sales, despite the erratic weather
this season can bring.
When the threat of a lockdown
hovered over the UK in March this
year, marketing budgets for cider were
quickly redirected and advertising plans
were hastily scrapped or amended.
On the flip side, the weather has been
surprisingly good since April, and this
helped push cider sales up by around
30% each week, compared to the same
weeks in 2019, without the need for
additional big scale advertising.
But what have producers been doing
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to help keep up this momentum?
Yvonne Flannery, head of brands
at Thatchers Cider, says: “One of
our ambitions is always to keep
cider relevant all year round, so our
communication with retailers and
shoppers is ongoing.
“We started our TV campaign during
the Six Nations Rugby, and we’ll be
connecting in a range of ways with
consumers through the year. Even
though Christmas seems a long way off,
this important buying period is always a
key time for us, and no doubt everyone
will be looking forward to extra-special
celebrations – fingers crossed.“
The producer launched Thatchers
Cloudy Lemon this spring and its main
communication to consumers has been
via a digital campaign.
Flannery says: “Connecting with
our online audience throughout the
Covid-19 lockdown has been crucial.
We’ve aimed to bring some light relief

We have backweighted a lot of
our media spend
towards the end
of the summer
just to make sure
they get more
visibility when
pubs reopen
SALLY MCKINNON
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to our social followers through this
incredibly difficult period by creating
new, engaging content. From telling
stories that relate to the Thatchers
family brand, recipes and competitions,
and directing people to our online shop,
our social team has been busy keeping
in touch with consumers.
“The online launch of Thatchers
Cloudy Lemon in April has been our
most successful. A combination of
exceptionally high consumer interest
in the new cider, amazing weather at
the time of launch that really helped
the refreshing appeal of Cloudy Lemon
providing fantastic opportunities for
fans to post pictures, and of course the
heightened use of social media during
lockdown.”
She says this was followed by a digital
campaign for Thatchers main brands
Gold and Haze.
“We are using a combination of
static and moving ads across Facebook,
Instagram and targeted websites.
“We’ve also introduced interactive
carousel ads on Facebook inviting
consumers to meet the Thatchers family
and shop now.
“We’ll be continuing our digital
campaign into the autumn and our
social media activity is ongoing. In
previous years we’ve been loving
attending events and festivals around
the country over the spring and summer.
“The online experience doesn’t
replace the physicality and joy of the
outdoor events, but in these times
of national crisis it has been and will
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We are using a
combination of static
and moving ads across
Facebook, Instagram
and targeted websites
YVONNE FLANNERY

continue to be a crucial part of our
consumer connection.”
Westons Cider has been reinvesting
its marketing budget in various different
ways, according to head of marketing
Sally McKinnon.
“We looked at refacing our media
activities. We had £1 million-plus
invested in out-of-home advertising
and that remains part of the plan, but I
moved the phasing of that back.
“It was due to go live alongside the
launch of our NPD range and it was set
to run through April and May, but it was
clear there would be fewer people in the
streets so the campaign would not be
as effective. That was one of the biggest
decisions, it was actually looking at
where footfall for consumers is.
“We have back-weighted a lot of our
media spend towards the end of the
summer just to make sure they get more
visibility when pubs reopen.”
Westons also upweighted its social
media activity because it wanted to tap
into the rise in consumers spending
more time in a digital environment.

McKinnon says: “We are all victims
of the screen. We have a really strong
social media campaign across Facebook,
Instagram and e-newsletters to our
database of consumers.’
“Looking ahead we are planning to
try to keep that momentum for cider
drinking at home, while also phasing in
activity linked to the on-trade.
“I have upweighted support in stores
to help retailers and dotcom activity too,
just to tap into the occasions that the
retailers are looking to drive, Father’s
Day, barbecues and so on.”

MAXIMISING ENGAGEMENT
Paul Sullivan, head of sales and
marketing at LBW Drinks, says the
Jack Ratt cider producer has also been
putting all of its resources into online
activity and digital marketing.
He says: “We have focused on
maximising the use of our social media
platforms, e-newsletters, blog, and
behind the scenes, building a new
website with an improved ecommerce
system.
“We have seen huge organic growth
in both web traffic and social media
followings so, although our advertising
budget has been hit, we are experiencing
an uplift in engagement and therefore
sales without investing as much.
“All of our social media channels
– Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and
LinkedIn – have seen above average
growth in terms of followers and
engagement is up, especially on the B2C
platforms.
“As most of our offers are promoted
most heavily on social media – as
opposed to on the blog or via
newsletters – we can see that our
followers are very responsive so we’re
delighted with the success we’ve had.”
Kopparberg has a big social media
following and has long been active in
this space. Its fans are interactive on
Twitter, Instagram and Facebook and
the producer uses these platforms to
share news of product launches and
other activity.
More recently Kopparberg has been
able to introduce its cider fans to new
drinks in its portfolio, including gin, hard
seltzer and rum, all of which highlight its
positioning as “experts in premium fruit
refreshment”.
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Merchandising

C

onsumers will be
cautiously venturing
back into pubs over the
next few weeks, but for
many the main place
they will look for cider
is in supermarkets and convenience
stores, while online will remain an
important channel.
This means keeping shelves stocked –
and being clever with merchandising – is
all the more important for retailers.
Yvonne Flannery, head of brands at
Thatchers Cider, says: “Cider shoppers
love experimenting. Keep your cider
range vibrant and on-trend by stocking
the ciders that everyone is talking about.
New Thatchers Cloudy Lemon is on
everyone’s lips.”
Flannery also highlights how
important it is to stock a range of
formats. This is particularly true for
convenience stores or smaller format
shops because this channel is currently
reporting a huge surge in sales of multipack ciders.
The pandemic has changed the way
consumers have shopped, and over
lockdown many retailers noticed weekly
changes, depending on whether people
were stocking up, looking for drinks to
have at home during the sunny weather,
or gearing up to be able to meet friends
in a socially-distanced way.
With an uncertain future for the

coming weeks, retailers should attempt
to stock a wide range of formats, brands,
flavours and price tiers in order to cater
for a wide range of customers and the
slightly erratic patterns of shopping
behaviour.
Flannery notes that half of all cider
purchases in convenience stores are
now in cans.
She says: “Thatchers uses lightweight
cans to reduce its carbon footprint, and
its recyclable cardboard outers mean
there are no plastic rings on its can
packs. Choose four and 10-packs for
shoppers’ ease of carrying and storage.
Our bottles also have an important
role to play, so give your customers a
great choice of innovative ciders with
Thatchers Rascal, Thatchers Vintage and
Thatchers Katy.”
Toby Lancaster, category & shopper
marketing director at Heineken, says
alcohol-free is another area to consider
in cider.
He says: “With one in five UK adults
now teetotal the no and low-alcohol
trend is showing no sign of slowing
down and we expect it to continue
throughout 2020 and beyond. In the
impulse channel, this sub-category is
currently experiencing 75% growth.
“Retailers can implement creative
points of sale that disrupt traditional
category flows to catch shoppers’
attention and encourage impulse
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Cider really shines during the summer months
and there are many ways to showcase its
diversity. Sonya Hook reports
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purchases. Heineken has created
category-led solutions – Zero Zones and
No & Low Zones – so that retailers can
highlight the range available in store
and educate shoppers on the benefits of
these options. “
Zero Zones are permanent chillers
designed to increase visibility of the
alcohol-free category in store and to
provide retailers with chiller space to
showcase alcohol-free products together.
He says: “No & Low Zones are semipermanent point of sale materials, such
as shelf stripping and wobblers, which
get merchandised in the chiller or
fixture alongside the no and low alcohol
range in store. The objective of both
formats is to drive awareness, trial and
penetration of this growing category.”
He also suggests retailers ensure
that seasonal options are displayed in
prominent positions, “either at the end
of aisles or as part of larger displays to
remind customers of the products on
offer”.
If the sunny weather continues
through the summer the at-home
outdoor occasion will be bigger than
ever, so retailers need to think about
barbecues and food-led occasions and
ways that cider – and the merchandising
of these drinks – can tap into this.
Lancaster says: “Retailers mustn’t
underestimate the importance of cross
merchandising.”

The no and
low alcohol
trend is
showing
no sign of
slowing
down
and we
expect it
to continue
throughout
2020 and
beyond
TOBY
LANCASTER
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